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Abstract. B → K∗µ+µ− angular observables have become a key ingredient in global model-
independent analyses of b→ s transitions. However, as experimental precision improves, the use
of theoretically clean quantities becomes a crucial issue. Global analyses that use clean observables
integrated in small bins are already a reality, opening up a new chapter in our quest for New Physics.
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STATUS OF b→ s `+`− DECAYS
During the last few years, intensive theoretical work and impressive experimental results
–and even more impressive prospects– have pushed our understanding on b→ s `+`− de-
cays far beyond expectations. Among the large set of inclusive and exclusive b→ s `+`−
modes, a considerable attention has been put into B→ K(∗)µ+µ−, where experimental
analyses are based on O(102) events in the case of the B-factories and CDF [1, 2, 3]
and O(103) events at LHCb [4]. Also, recent bounds on the Bs→ µ+µ− branching ratio
[5] are very close to the SM prediction, taking into account the correction from the Bs
width difference to branching ratio measurements at LHCb [6, 7]. These modes are very
sensitive to New Physics contributing to right-handed currents (since transverse asym-
metries in B→ K(∗)µ+µ− measure indirectly the polarization of the virtual photon) and
to scalar and pseudo-scalar operators (specially in the case of Bs→ µ+µ−).
The theoretical description of b→ s `+`− decays within and beyond the SM is given
by the ∆B = −∆S = 1 effective Hamiltonian Heff = ∑iCiOi [8, 9]. In the SM the
relevant operators are the electromagnetic dipole and semileptonic operators O7, O9
and O10. The 4-quark current-current O
u,c
1,2 and QCD-penguin O3,4,5,6 operators and the
chromo-magnetic dipole operatorO8 are involved at higher orders in perturbation theory.
Beyond the SM, non-standard operators become important, such as the chirality-flipped
operators O ′7,9,10, scalar OS(′) , pseudo-scalar OP(′) and tensor OT,T5 operators.
The theoretical description of the B→ K∗µ+µ− decay becomes uncontrollable when
the invariant dilepton mass q2 approaches the threshold of qq¯ resonance production. This
happens predominantly in the vicinity of the ψ and ψ ′ cc¯ states, around q2 ∼ 8− 15
GeV2. The theoretical methods used to describe the regions below (low-q2) and above
(large-q2) the vetoed range are different. The effect of a finite width of the K∗ including
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two scalar resonances has been addressed in Ref. [10], pointing to a non-negligible
impact in some observables at low-q2. However, an experimental fit to certain folded
angular distributions can decouple these effects [11].
At large recoil, the transversity amplitudes are computed in QCD factorization in the
large energy limit of the K∗ [12, 13]. In this limit, symmetry relations between the seven
heavy-to-light form factors allow one to express the amplitudes in terms of two soft form
factors ξ‖,⊥, distribution amplitudes and calculable hard kernels up to O(αs,ΛQCD/mb)
[14] (see also [15]). Soft gluon contributions at the tail of cc¯ resonances in the low-
q2 region have been computed in Ref. [16]. Corrections of order O(ΛQCD/mb) are
unknown, and include symmetry-breaking contributions to form factor relations and
non-factorizable contributions from distribution amplitudes.
Currently, the main uncertainties in the prediction of angular observables in B →
K∗µ+µ− are due to unknown O(ΛQCD/mb) corrections and hadronic uncertainties in
form factor computations from light-cone sum rules [16, 17]. The efforts to reduce these
uncertainties in phenomenological applications have led to the identification of clean or
optimized observables, defined as ratios where most of the dependence on form factors
cancels. A complete list of such observables is given by A(2,3,4,5)T [18], A
(re,im)
T [19],
P1,2,3, P
(′)
4,5,6, M1,2 and S1,2 [20, 21] at low-q
2 and H(2,3,4,5)T [22] at high-q
2. Experimental
analyses have focused on the measurements of the branching ratio BR, the forward-
backward asymmetry AFB, the longitudinal polarization fraction FL, Aim and S3 (see
[23]), always integrated in a series of q2 bins. CDF has measured directly the optimized
observable A(2)T ≡ P1 [3], while the observables P1,2,3 can be obtained indirectly from the
LHCb results (see Ref. [21] and Table 1).
A wealth of model-independent combined analyses of b→ sγ and b→ s`+`− decays
have appeared recently in the literature [21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The differences include
the statistical treatment, the set of observables included in the analysis, and the NP
scenarios considered. All in all, the data is compatible with the SM, as well as with the
flipped-sign point C7,9,10 = −CSM7,9,10. For a more thorough status review of b→ s `+`−
see Refs. [29, 30].
CLEAN OBSERVABLES IN B→ K∗µ+µ− AT LARGE RECOIL
Based on the symmetries of the angular distribution discussed in Ref. [31], the minimum
number of observables needed to describe the full B→ K∗µ+µ− angular distribution
can be inferred, which varies depending on whether mass and/or scalar effects are
considered. A basis of angular observables can then be identified, with the property
of containing a minimum number of observables from which any other observable
can be obtained. The basis is not unique, but there is a subset of bases with a quality
feature: they contain a maximum number of clean observables. One such bases has been
constructed and studied in detail in Refs. [20, 21]:
O=
{ dΓ
dq2
,AFB,P1,P2,P3,P′4,P
′
5,P
′
6,M1,M2,S1,S2
}
. (1)
TABLE 1. Experimental values for the clean ob-
servables P1, P2 and P3 within different q2-bins,
extracted from the measurements of S3, Aim, AFB
and FL, and their SM predictions.
Observable Experiment SM prediction
〈P1〉[2,4.3] −0.19±0.58 −0.051±0.050
〈P1〉[4.3,8.68] 0.42±0.31 −0.117±0.059
〈P1〉[1,6] 0.29±0.47 −0.055±0.051
〈P2〉[2,4.3] 0.51±0.27 0.232±0.069
〈P2〉[4.3,8.68] −0.25±0.08 −0.405±0.064
〈P2〉[1,6] 0.35±0.14 0.084±0.066
〈P3〉[2,4.3] 0.08±0.35 −0.004±0.024
〈P3〉[4.3,8.68] −0.05±0.16 −0.001±0.027
〈P3〉[1,6] −0.21±0.21 −0.003±0.024
All but dΓ/dq2 and AFB are clean observables, whereas1 Si vanish in the absence of
contributions from scalar operators, and Mi go to zero in the limit of zero lepton masses.
While the observables M2 and S1,2 are very much constrained by the Bs → µ+µ−
branching ratio, the rest shows a good sensitivity to New Physics, especially P1,2, P′4,5
[20, 21]. From the latest LHCb measurements of B→K∗µ+µ− [4], experimental results
can be derived for P1,2,3 integrated in the bins [2,4.3], [4.3,8.68] and [1,6] GeV2. The
experimental numbers together with the theoretical predictions are displayed in Table 1.
The suppressed dependence on hadronic uncertainties of the clean observables Pi
compared to other observables can be checked directly. In the upper plots in Fig. 1,
we show the SM predictions for P1 and FL, including all uncertainties, with the form
factors taken from Ref. [17] (yellow) and from Ref. [16] (red) –this last reference is
more conservative in the error treatment–. The conclusion is that, while P1 is basically
insensitive to this choice, the theoretical error in FL can vary by more than a factor of
2, with uncertainties up to a 30%. In the lower plots in Fig. 1, a similar comparison is
performed between P1 and the corresponding observable S3 of Ref. [23]. In this case the
yellow boxes are the SM predictions, the blue curve is a NP benchmark point consistent
with all other data (benchmark point ‘b2’ in [21]), with the green band corresponding to
the total uncertainty taken the form factors in [17] and the gray band for the form factors
in [16]. While the observable S3 is protected from form factor uncertainties near the SM
point, we can see that this is no longer true around other allowed regions in the parameter
space. While this benchmark point is clearly discernible from the SM measuring P1
with a 20% error, a measurement of S3 will hardly bring a definite conclusion. These
examples demonstrate the importance of focusing on clean observables.
1 The scalar observables S1,2 here should not be confused with the observables in Ref. [23].
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FIGURE 1. Comparison between the observables P1, FL and S3 concerning their dependence on
hadronic uncertainties. See the text for details.
MODEL-INDEPENDENT CONSTRAINTS
A combined model-independent analysis including constraints from BR(B→Xsγ), SK∗γ ,
AI(B→ K∗γ), BR(B→ Xsµ+µ−), together with binned observables in B→ K∗µ+µ− at
low-q2 has been presented in Ref. [21]. B→ K∗µ+µ− observables include the forward-
backward asymmetry, FL, and P1,2,3.
In Fig. 2 (left) we show the 68.3% and 95.5% C.L. combined constraints on C7,C′7
from BR(B→ Xsγ), SK∗γ , AI(B→ K∗γ), BR(B→ Xsµ+µ−), 〈AFB〉[1,6] and 〈FL〉[1,6].
In the right plot of the same figure, the constraints from 〈P2〉[2,4.3] and 〈P2〉[4.3,8.68] are
shown. While the experimental numbers for 〈P2〉bin must be still improved considerably
(the values used do not include correlations), the constraints from 〈P2〉bin are already in-
teresting in comparison with the combined constraints from the other observables. Both
bins point towards negative δC7. This result is not affected by form factor uncertainties.
To finish, we comment on the prospects for constraints in the C7−C′7 plane from〈Pi〉bin observables. We consider the situation in which 〈P1〉[2,4.3], 〈P2〉[2,4.3], 〈P′4〉[2,4.3]
and 〈P′5〉[2,4.3] are measured, with central values equal to their SM predictions and ex-
perimental uncertainties of σexp = 0.10 (note that this experimental precision is feasible
soon). In Fig. 3 we show the 68.3% and 95.5% C.L. combined constraints onC7,C′7 from
these observables. Comparing this plot with Fig. 2 we can see that the observables 〈Pi〉
will play a very important role in the future.
FIGURE 2. Left: 68.3% and 95.5% C.L. constraints on C7,C′7 from BR(B→ Xsγ), SK∗γ , AI(B→ K∗γ),
BR(B → Xsµ+µ−), 〈AFB〉[1,6] and 〈FL〉[1,6]. Right: 68.3% and 95.5% C.L. constraints on C7,C′7 from
〈P2〉[2,4.3] and 〈P2〉[4.3,8.68]. The notation is C7 =CSM7 +δC7, and similarly for C′7.
FIGURE 3. Future scenario for constraints from Pi observables.
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